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Capture and Keep Viewers
Content distribution is becoming increasingly more difficult as 
programmers struggle to meet the demands of viewers worldwide. 
With new forms of competition, and existing markets suffering from 
oversaturation, content providers are looking for new ways to retain 
their customer base, while trying to expand their current distribution  
in new geographic locations.

The Intelsat global media network enables content providers to 
distribute their videos globally and capture new viewers easily. With 
multiple forms of connectivity, ground infrastructure, and world- 
class satellites for media, content providers can efficiently scale  
their channel distribution, while maintaining legacy markets.

Access Anytime, Anywhere in the World
With access to the largest global media network and premier cable 
and broadcast systems across the globe, you are automatically 
connected to over 2 billion viewers worldwide. 

A combination of just 4 of our 50 satellites, with your choice of 
patented blended connectivity, or the IntelsatOne terrestrial network, 
provides you with instant global distribution. 

Intelsat’s Global Media Network Highlights

37 premium video neighborhoods

20 MCPC platforms 

8 strategically located teleports

3x fiber redundancy to and from teleports

6000+ channels distributed

Benefits At-A-Glance
	Global footprint

	Top DTH Community  
in Africa

	Premium DTT and hybrid 
cable / DTH neighborhood  
for CEU

	Premier Latin America 
Cable Distribution and DTH 
neighborhoods

	Host the most extensive 
US ethnic DTH, cable 
distribution, and broadcast 
neighborhoods

	Highest channel count  
in Latin America

	Highest channel count  
in Asia Pacific

Take Your Video Anywhere
Global Video Distribution Made Easy



Contact Sales 
Africa 
+27 11-535-4700 
sales.africa@intelsat.com

Asia-Pacific 
+65 6572-5450 
sales.asiapacific@intelsat.com

Europe  
+44 20-3036-6700 
sales.europe@intelsat.com

Latin America & Caribbean 
+1 305-445-5536 
sales.lac@intelsat.com

Middle East & North Africa 
+971 4-390-1515 
sales.mena@intelsat.com

North America 
+1 703-559-6800 
sales.na@intelsat.com

www.intelsat.com
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About Intelsat
As the foundational architects of satellite technology, Intelsat 
operates the largest, most advanced satellite fleet and connectivity 
infrastructure in the world. We apply our unparalleled expertise 
and global scale to reliably and seamlessly connect people, devices 
and networks in even the most challenging and remote locations. 
Transformation happens when businesses, governments and 
communities build a ubiquitous connected future through Intelsat’s 
next-generation global network and simplified managed services. 

At Intelsat, we turn possibilities into reality. Imagine Here,  
with us, at Intelsat.com.


